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This paper investigates the discrete bounded waves sustained by a vertical columnar Rankine vortex
in a strongly stratified fluid. We show that these waves are very different from their well-known
counterpart in homogeneous fluid !Kelvin vortex waves"; they exist only for nonzero azimuthal
wavenumber m, their frequency lies in the interval #0,m!$ !! is the angular velocity in the vortex
core" and they are unstable because of an outward radiation from the vortex. The instability
mechanism is explained in terms of an over-reflection phenomenon by means of a Wentzel–
Kramers–Brillouin–Jeffreys analysis for large axial wavenumber. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3248366$

I. INTRODUCTION

The discrete waves sustained by a columnar vortex in
homogeneous fluids have been described more than one cen-
tury ago by Kelvin.1–3 These waves, which are nowadays
called Kelvin vortex waves,4 consist for short axial wave-
length in inertial waves due to the vortex rotation and con-
fined to the vortex core. Kelvin considered a Rankine vortex
profile !solid body rotation within the vortex core and poten-
tial flow outside" and it is only recently that the case of a
continuous vortex profile, the Lamb–Oseen vortex, has been
analyzed thoroughly.5 The main difference with the Rankine
vortex is the presence of singularities at the radius where the
angular phase velocity of the wave equals the angular veloc-
ity of the vortex. Some of the Kelvin vortex waves are thus
damped by critical layers. The Kelvin vortex waves are in-
volved in the instabilities induced by vortex interactions such
as the Crow instability6 or the elliptic instability7 in homo-
geneous fluids. These two instabilities deform the vortex
sinuously. They can be understood as a resonance between
either long- or short-axial wavelength Kelvin vortex waves
with azimuthal wavenumber m=1 and the strain field exerted
by a companion vortex.

When there is a strong stable stratification along the vor-
tex axis, the Crow instability is inhibited but another insta-
bility called zigzag instability occurs.8 The zigzag instability
bends columnar vortices as a whole like the Crow instability
and can be also understood as a resonance between the strain
and a long-wavelength bending wave.9 Le Dizès10 further
investigated the effect of a strong stratification on the steady
bending waves with short-axial wavelength involved in the
elliptic instability. Few studies also considered the general
characteristics of the waves sustained by a columnar vertical
vortex in the presence of a stable stratification. This configu-
ration is very different from the case of a homogeneous fluid
since wavelike motions, i.e., local inertia-gravity waves, are
not only confined to the vortex core but can occur every-
where in the fluid. Miyazaki and Fukumoto11 studied the
properties of the axisymmetric waves in the case of a Lamb–
Oseen vortex. They have shown that bounded axisymmetric

waves no longer exist when the stratification is strong. The
term “bounded” is used here to mean that the waves are
localized in the vorticity region as opposed to “unbounded
waves” which spread over the whole flow field. However,
Schecter and Montgomery12,13 found that nonaxisymmetric
bounded waves can exist in a strongly stratified and rotating
fluid and that they are unstable because of gravity wave
emission. This paradoxical instability is similar to the radia-
tive instability of the Rankine vortex in a compressible
fluid14 or in shallow water.15 Schecter and Montgomery12,13

have further shown that the growth rate of the radiative in-
stability is reduced when a critical layer is present at a radius
where the gradient of the vorticity is nonzero. Gravity wave
emission has also been investigated on various vortex con-
figurations in stratified and rotating fluids.16–19

The study of Schecter and Montgomery12 for the case of
a continuously stratified fluid focuses on the instability
mechanism and describes only the most unstable waves.
However, a thorough investigation of all the discrete waves
of a columnar vertical vortex in a continuously stratified fluid
has not been yet carried out. This is the purpose of the
present paper in the simple case of the Rankine vortex pro-
file. The problem will be solved numerically but interest-
ingly, some analytical results can be derived in the case of
this profile. Moreover, explicit expressions for the dispersion
relation of the waves will be provided through asymptotics.

The paper is organized as follows: the problem is formu-
lated in Sec. II. The case of axisymmetric waves and steady
waves are first treated analytically in Sec. III. The general
case is investigated numerically in Sec. IV. Two asymptotic
analyses are then performed for large vertical wavenumber
!Sec. V" and for small frequency or small vertical wavenum-
ber !Sec. VI".

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider an axisymmetric vertical vortex with veloc-
ity components !0,U"!r" ,0" in cylindrical coordinates
!r ," ,z" with z as the vertical coordinate. The fluid is as-
sumed inviscid and stably stratified with a constant Brunt–
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Väisälä frequency N. An axisymmetric columnar !i.e., two-
dimensional" vortex is steady in such fluid since stratification
affects only three-dimensional motions. We subject this basic
flow to infinitesimal three-dimensional perturbations of ve-
locity ũ, pressure p̃, and density #̃ written in the form

#ũ, p̃, #̃$!r,",z,t" = #u!r",p!r",#!r"$e!i$t+ikz+im" + cc,

where cc denotes the complex conjugate, $ is the frequency,
k is the vertical wavenumber, and m is the azimuthal wave-
number. The linearized equations of momentum, density
conservation, and continuity under the Boussinesq approxi-
mation for the perturbation quantities read

isur ! 2
U"

r
u" = !

1
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dp
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r
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where s=!$+mU" /r is the Doppler-shifted frequency,
%= !1 /r"d!rU"" /dr is the axial vorticity of the vortex, g is the
gravity, and #0 is a constant reference density. From Eqs.
!1"–!4", each velocity component can be easily expressed in
terms of the pressure. Then, Eq. !5" gives a single equation
for p which can be conveniently further written in terms of
&= p /s:

1
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dr
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dr
& +
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s2% s2

'
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dr

+ 'm'

rs
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'
&!

!
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r2 ! k2 '
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where primes denote differentiation with respect to r, '=(
!s2, and (= !1 /r3"!r2U"

2"! is the Rayleigh discriminant. Be-
cause of the symmetry, $!k ,m"=$!!k ,m"=!$!!!k ,!m",
there is no loss of generality in taking both k and m positive.

In the following, we consider a Rankine vortex profile:
U"=!r for r)R and U"=!R2 /r for r*R, where ! is the
rate of solid body rotation in the core. In this case, the terms
with a prime in Eq. !6" are identically zero for all r. Further-
more, the fluid is assumed to be strongly stratified, i.e.,
!+N. We also assume a priori that the frequency of the
waves is of the same order as the angular velocity of the
vortex: $=O!!". These two hypotheses allow us to approxi-
mate the last term of Eq. !6" as k2' / !N2!s2")k2' /N2. This
is equivalent to assume the hydrostatic balance along the
vertical. A convenient consequence is that the problem no
longer depends on k and N separately but only through the
rescaled wavenumber k̃=k /N because of the self-similarity

of strongly stratified fluids.20 Besides, it implies that there is
no critical point where *s*=N. Under these assumptions, Eq.
!6" simplifies to

1
r

d

dr
%r

d&

dr
& !

m2

r2 & + k̃2!s2 ! ("& = 0, !7"

with (=4!2 for r)R and (=0 for r*R. The full problem
!i.e., without the hydrostatic approximation" will be briefly
discussed in Sec. VII.

The boundary conditions impose that the perturbation is
nonsingular at r=0 and decays or radiates energy outward as
r!,. At the boundary of the vortex core r=R, the kinematic
and dynamic conditions require that the radial velocity and
pressure of the perturbation are continuous, respectively.
These two conditions can be combined to give

s!R"2&i!!R"
&i!R"

+ 2ms!R"
!

R
= !s!R"2 ! 4!2"

&o!!R"
&o!R"

, !8"

where &i and &o denote the solution of Eq. !7" for r)R and
r*R, respectively.

Inside the vortex core !r)R", Eq. !7" can be solved
analytically:

&i!r" = CJm!k̃+s2 ! 4!2r" when s2 # 4!2,
!9"

&i!r" = Crm when s2 = 4!2,

where Jm is the Bessel function of the order of m of the first
kind and C is a constant. The sign of the square root is
chosen so that Re!+s2!4!2"*0. When $ is purely real,
the solution !9" is oscillatory in the radial direction when
$) !m!2"! or $* !m+2"! and exponentially growing
with r otherwise.

In contrast, the solution of Eq. !7" outside the vortex
core !r*R" cannot be found analytically21 except for three
particular cases: m=0, $=0, and k=0. The last case corre-
sponds to the simple two-dimensional limit for which the
dispersion relation is $= !m!1"! !See Ref. 2". The first two
cases are nontrivial and are investigated in the next section.
The general results for arbitrary frequencies and wavenum-
bers obtained from the numerical integration of Eq. !7" are
presented in Sec. IV.

III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

A. Axisymmetric wave: m=0

For m=0, Eq. !7" for r*R reduces to a Bessel equation
whose general solution can be expressed in terms of Hankel
functions H0

!1"!k̃$r" and H0
!2"!k̃$r" or Bessel functions

J0!k̃$r" and Y0!k̃$r". However, no combination of these so-
lutions satisfies the condition that it must be an outgoing
wave for large r for all values of arg!$". For this reason, we
introduce a new family of Hankel functions H̃m

!1"!z" defined
by
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H̃m
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which specifically satisfies this property !see Ref. 22". For
m=0, the solution of Eq. !2" for r*R can then be written as

&o = DH̃0
!1"!k̃$r" , !11"

where D is a constant. Equation !8" gives then the dispersion
relation

$̃
J1!/+$̃2 ! 4"
J0!/+$̃2 ! 4"

= +$̃2 ! 4
H̃1

!1"!/$̃"

H̃0
!1"!/$̃"

, !12"

where /= k̃!R and $̃=$ /!. This dispersion relation has an
infinite number of solutions $ for a given value of /. Each
value of $ can be found in the vicinity of a zero of the Bessel
function J1!/+$̃2!4", i.e., in the frequency range *$r**2!,
where $r=Re!$". However, the corresponding growth rate
$i= Im!$" is always negative implying that the eigenfunction
!11" grows exponentially with r and becomes infinite as
r!,. Therefore, these modes cannot be considered as nor-
mal modes although they could have some physical signifi-
cance for transient dynamics.13,23 This conclusion is in agree-
ment with the findings of Miyazaki and Fukumoto11 who
have shown that bounded axisymmetric waves can exist only
when N)2!.

B. Steady waves: !=0

When $=0 and m01, the solution of Eq. !7" for r*R
can be found analytically in the form

&o = DJm%/m
R

r
& + EYm%/m

R

r
& , !13"

where !D ,E" are constants and Ym is the Bessel function of
second type of order m. We impose E=0 in order that the
perturbation decays as r!,. Inserting Eqs. !13" and !9" in
!8" yields the following dispersion relations:

+3/
I1!!+3/"
I1!+3/"

+ 2 = 3/
J1!!/"
J1!/"

, for m = 1,

J2!2/" = 0, for m = 2, and !14"

m+m2 ! 4/
Jm! !+m2 ! 4/"
Jm!+m2 ! 4/"

+ 2m = !4 ! m2"/
Jm! !/m"
Jm!/m"

,

for m03, where we used the identity J1!i+3/"= iI1!+3/"
with I1 as the modified Bessel function of first kind of order
one. For each m, there exists an infinity of values of / satis-

fying these relations. The first roots are listed in Table I for
m=1 and m=3. For m=1, there is a root between each zero
ji,m of the Bessel function Jm. For m=2, the roots are simply
given by ji,m /2. For m03, there is a root between each of
the values: ji,m /m or ji,m /+m2!4 sorted by ascending order.

The profiles of the pressure eigenfunction p!r" of the
first three modes for m=1 are presented in Fig. 1!a". The
difference between these eigenfunctions is the number of
nodes no outside the vortex core whereas the eigenfunction is
evanescent inside. This is the opposite of the case of a ho-
mogeneous fluid for which the eigenfunction oscillates in the
core and is evanescent outside. For m03, the eigenmode
has a wavelike profile both inside and outside the vortex
core #Fig. 1!b"$. Each mode is then distinguished by the in-
ner number ni and outer number no of nodes as indicated in
Table I.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the general case, the solution of Eq. !7" outside the
vortex core needs to be computed numerically. The integra-
tion is started at a large radius, r1+m! / *$*, for which
s)!$. The solution of Eq. !7" which describes an outgoing
wave is then: &o.DH̃m

!1"!k̃$r", where H̃m
!1" has been defined

in Eq. !10". Starting from this asymptotic solution with a trial
value for $, we integrate inward to the radius R. A standard
root-finding algorithm is then employed to search the values
of $ satisfying Eq. !8".

The frequency $r=Re!$" of the waves for m=1 are
shown on Fig. 2!a". There is an infinite number of branches,
each starting from the analytical points for $=0 indicated by

TABLE I. First roots of the dispersion relation !14" of steady waves
!$=0" for m=1 and m=3. The numbers ni and no indicate the number of
nodes of the eigenfunction inside and outside the vortex core, respectively.

m=1 m=3

/ !ni ,no" / !ni ,no"

0 !0,0" 1.785 !0,0"
4.740 !0,1" 2.435 !0,1"
7.976 !0,2" 3.116 !1,1"

11.157 !0,3" 3.745 !1,2"
14.320 !0,4" 4.348 !1,3"
17.476 !0,5" 5.006 !2,3"
20.627 !0,6" 5.565 !2,4"
23.776 !0,7" 6.232 !3,4"
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square symbols. As the vertical wavenumber increases, the
frequency increases and asymptotes to a value equal to !. As
seen in Fig. 3, the associated eigenfunction exhibits a decay-
ing wave train whose wavelength decreases as k increases.
Figure 2!b" shows that these waves have all a positive
growth rate $i=Im!$" meaning that they are unstable. As
found by Schecter and Montgomery,12 the first branch, i.e.,
the branch deriving from the two-dimensional dispersion re-
lation, $= !m!1"!, is the most unstable. The maximum
growth rate $i)0.06! is reached around /)5. The next
section will explain the physical mechanism of this instabil-
ity by means of a Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin–Jeffreys
!WKBJ" analysis for large wavenumber. Note that the
branches can be continued for $r)0. However, they are
stable !$i)0" so that the eigenmodes are unbounded as r
!,.

The case m=2 is qualitatively similar to m=1 !Fig. 4".
All the branches start from the analytical points for zero
frequency except the first branch which originates at k=0
from the two-dimensional dispersion relation $= !m!1"!.
The frequency for each branch then increases with the
vertical wavenumber up to $=m!. The first branch
is again the most unstable in agreement with Ref. 12.
Its maximum growth rate is slightly larger than for
m=1:Im!$")0.08 !.

When m=3 #Fig. 5!a"$, a slightly more complicated be-
havior is observed. The branches look more closely spaced in
the frequency range 0)$r)! than in the interval !)$r
)3! and some of the branches seem to merge !but do not"
around the frequency !. For example, the third branch first

saturates at $r=! and then, on the point of colliding the
fourth branch, it starts to reincrease to $r=3!. This is re-
lated to the fact that the eigenmode has not the same struc-
ture in the vortex core for these two frequency intervals.
Since $i+$r, the solution !9" in the vortex core is mainly
oscillatory for $r) !m!2"! while it is mainly evanescent
when !m!2"!)$r)m!. The complexity of the eigenfunc-
tion and the possible number of branches for a given vertical
wavenumber are therefore reduced in the second interval
compared to the first. The growth rate is always positive
#Fig. 5!b"$ but the curves have several local maxima owing
to the complicated evolution of the frequency.

For arbitrary azimuthal wavenumber m, the frequency
lies in the interval 0)$r)m!. with two distinct subranges:
when $r) !m!2"!, the eigenmode is wavelike in the vortex
core whereas it is evanescent otherwise. These waves are
retrograde since they would appear to rotate in the opposite
direction for an observer moving with the fluid, This implies
that there always exists a radius where the angular phase
velocity $r /m is equal to the angular velocity of the vortex.
This is a key property to understand the mechanism of these
waves as shown in the next section.

V. INSTABILITY MECHANISM

The physical mechanism of the waves can be understood
by means of a WKBJ analysis for large rescaled vertical
wavenumber k̃ following Le Dizès and Billant.24 In this
limit, the WKBJ approximation of the solution of Eq. !7" for
r*R is
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FIG. 2. Frequency Re!$" /! !a" and growth rate Im!$" /! !b" of the waves
with azimuthal wavenumber m=1 as a function of the rescaled vertical
wavenumber k̃R!. Only the sixth first branches are shown. The square
symbols in !a" represent the analytical solution for $=0.
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FIG. 1. Eigenfunctions p!r" of steady waves !$=0" for m=1 !a" and
m=3 !b". For each case, the first three modes listed in Table I are plotted.
The vertical dotted line indicates the boundary of the vortex core.
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&o .
1

+! rs
#Aeik̃"!r" + Be!ik̃"!r"$, with

!15"

"!r" = /
r

rt

s!u"du ,

where !A ,B" are constants and the radius rt will be defined
below. These two approximations can be identified with
waves propagating inward and outward in the radial direc-
tion. Since s)!$ for r!,, the phase velocity in the radial
direction of the first term of Eq. !15" is positive for large r:
v(=$r / lr)1 / k̃, where lr is the local radial wavenumber,
lr= k̃ Re!$" /$r"=!k̃ Re!s") k̃$r. The radial component of
the group velocity, vg=$$r /$lr=1 / k̃, is also positive. Con-
versely, the second term of Eq. !15" corresponds to a wave
with negative group velocity. In order to have only an out-
going wave for r!,, we therefore impose B=0. The WKBJ
approximations break down at the so-called turning point
where "!!r"=0. In the case of Eq. !15", this occurs at the
radius rt=R+m! /$, where s=0, i.e., at the critical radius
where the azimuthal phase velocity $r /m is equal to the
angular velocity of the vortex. Since $ has a small positive
imaginary part, rt is slightly off the real r-axis but its real
part is always in the interval #R ,,# because 0)$r)m!.
Near rt, Eq. !7" reduces at leading order to

$2&

$ r̃2 + r̃2& + O% 1
q1/4& = 0, !16"

where r̃=R+2k̃m! /rt
3!r!rt" and q= k̃2$m!R2. This

equation is valid only for $#0 and sufficiently large

wavenumber such that q11. The solution which
matches Eq. !15" for r̃!, with !- /2)arg!r̃")- is
&o=aD!1/2!+2e!i-/4r̃", where D!1/2 is a parabolic cylinder
function and a=A exp!!i- /8"#k̃ / !rt$"$1/4. From the behav-
ior of this solution for r̃!, with - /2)arg!r̃")3- /2, we
deduce the matching WKBJ approximation for r)rt !see
Bender and Orszag25 for details",

&o .
1

+rs
#Ceik̃"!r" + De!ik̃"!r"$ , !17"

where C=!iA and D=+2A. The phase velocity in the
radial direction of the first term is now negative
v(=!$r / #k̃ Re!s"$ since $r*0 and Re!s"*0 for r)rt but
the group velocity vg=1 / k̃ is still positive, i.e., the energy is
going outward. Conversely, the group velocity of the second
term of Eq. !17" is negative. Hence, the first and second
terms of Eq. !17" correspond, respectively, to the incident
wave and to the reflected wave while Eq. !15" is the trans-
mitted wave. The reflection and transmission coefficients at
the critical radius rt are therefore R= *D2 /C2*=2 and
T= *A2 /C2*=1. Strikingly, even if some of the energy is
transmitted through the critical radius and radiates away, the
reflection coefficient is larger than unity, i.e., the reflected
wave has a larger amplitude than the incident wave. This
over-reflection process at the critical radius has been shown
to be at the origin of many instabilities by Lindzen and co-
workers !see, for example, Refs. 26 and 27". Indeed, if there
is a second boundary for r)rt, the over-reflected wave will
be reflected back toward the over-reflecting region. When
this “reflected over-reflected” wave is in phase with the in-
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FIG. 3. Eigenfunction p!r" of the first branch for m=1 and for /=5 !a" and
/=10 !b". The solid and dashed lines show the real and imaginary parts,
respectively.
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FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 2 except for m=2. In addition, the dashed lines show
the first two branches for a finite Brunt–Väisälä frequency: N=2.1! !i.e.,
without the hydrostatic approximation".
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cident wave and if the product of reflection and over-
reflection exceed unity, we have a resonant amplification of
the waves and thus an instability. In the present case, the
boundary condition !8" at r=R implies *C*= *D* when $ is
purely real. Thus, the reflection coefficient at r=R is unity so
that an instability will occur when the phase condition is
satisfied.

An approximate dispersion relation for large vertical
wavenumber can be obtained by inserting Eq. !17" in Eq. !8",

tan%k̃"!R" !
-

4
+

i

4
ln 2&

= !
s!R"

+4!2 ! s!R"2

Jm! !k̃R+s!R"2 ! 4!2"

Jm!k̃R+s!R"2 ! 4!2"
+ O% 1

k̃R
& .

!18"

Expanding this dispersion relation in powers of k̃R yields an
explicit expression for $,

$ = m! ! 2+m!2

k̃R
+

2 + m

k̃R
+ O#!k̃R"!3/2$ , !19"

where 2= !- /4"! !i /4"ln 2+n- and n is a non-negative in-
teger. As seen in Fig. 6 for the azimuthal wavenumber
m=1, the asymptotic formula !19" !represented by dotted
lines" gives a very good approximation of the exact fre-
quency !solid lines" for large wavenumbers but it diverges at
low wavenumbers. Since the growth rate is small compared
to the frequency, $i+$r, it turns out that a better approxi-
mation can be obtained by expanding Eq. !18" with $i. This

gives at zeroth order in $i, an explicit relation for k̃ as a
function of $r,

k̃R =

-

4
! 3r + n-

!+$r ! +m!"2
, !20"

where tan 3r= !m!!$r" /+4!2! !m!!$r"2. The next order
gives the growth rate

$i = !
i

4
ln 2

k̃R!1 ! +m!/$r" ! 1/+4!2 ! !m! ! $r"2
. !21"

These predictions are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 6. The
frequency predicted by Eq. !20" is almost superposed to the
exact frequency for all wavenumbers !solid lines" except for
the first branch #Fig. 6!a"$ and for small frequency. The de-
parture at low frequency can be better seen in Fig. 7 which
shows a close view of this region for m=1 and m=2. The
growth rate is also in very good agreement with the exact
results except for the beginning of the curves and for the first
branch #Fig. 6!b"$. The dispersion relation !18" can be also
solved directly but the results are almost identical to those
given by Eqs. !20" and !21" in the case of the azimuthal
wavenumbers m=1 and m=2.

Finally, it is interesting to note that, when $r*m! or
$r)0, the WKBJ approximation !15" is valid throughout the
interval #R ,,#. Inserting this approximation in Eq. !8" gives
a dispersion relation whose solutions exist in the frequency
intervals: $r* !m+2"! and $r) !m!2"!. However, the
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FIG. 5. Similar to Fig. 2 except for m=3.
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FIG. 6. Frequency !a" and growth rate !b" for m=1 as a function of the
rescaled vertical wavenumber k̃R!. Comparison between the exact results
!solid lines" and the WKBJ predictions: Eq. !19" !dotted lines" and Eqs. !20"
and !21" !dashed lines".
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corresponding growth rates $i are always negative meaning
that the eigenfunctions are unbounded as r!, like for
m=0.

VI. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS FOR SLOW MODES
AND LONG-WAVELENGTH MODES

The WKBJ analysis presented in the previous section is
only valid when q= k̃2$m!R211 and is therefore unable to
describe the limits of small frequency or small vertical wave-
number. In the first case, $!0 with k̃ arbitrary, the solution
of Eq. !7" for r*R can be easily found in two distinct re-
gions: for r+1 / !k̃$" and for k̃m!R2+r. These two solu-
tions will be matched when the parameter q is small. In the
first region #i.e., for r+1 / !k̃$"$, Eq. !7" approximates to

r
$

$r
%r

$&

$r
& ! 'm2 + 2q !

!k̃m!R2"2

r2 (& + O#!k̃$r"2$ = 0.

!22"

The solution is

&1 = A1Ja!u" + B1Ya!u" + O!q2/u2" , !23"

where u= k̃m!R2 /r, a=+m2+2q, and !A1 ,B1" are constants.
In the second region !i.e., for k̃m!R2+r", Eq. !7" reduces to

r
$

$r
%r

$&

$r
& ! !m2 + 2q ! k̃2$2r2"& + O#!k̃m!R2/r"2$ = 0.

!24"

The solution which describes an outgoing wave for r!, is

&2 = A2H̃a
!1"!k̃$r" + O#!k̃m!R2/r"2$ , !25"

where H̃a
!1" has been defined in Eq. !10" and A2 is a constant.

When q is small, &1 and &2 should match in the overlap
region: k̃m!R2=q / !k̃$"+r+1 / !k̃$". In this region, when
Im!$"*0, &1 and &2 approximate at leading order to

&1 . A1' 1
m!
% k̃m!R2

2r
&m

+ ¯(
! B1' !m ! 1"!

-
% k̃m!R2

2r
&!m

+ ¯( , !26"

&2 . A2'% 1
m!
% k̃$r

2
&m

+ ¯&(
! iA2' !m ! 1"!

-
% k̃$r

2
&!m

+ ¯( . !27"

Thus, &1 and &2 match at leading order if

A1/A2 = ! i
m ! !m ! 1"!

-
%4

q
&m

+ O!q1!m" , !28"

B1/A2 = !
-

m ! !m ! 1"!%q

4
&m

+ iO!qm" . !29"

The matching at this order does not allow us to obtain the
last term of Eq. !29" !which is imaginary" because it would
be necessary to consider higher order terms in Eqs.
!26"–!28". Nevertheless the first term of Eq. !29" which is
real and also O!qm" can be obtained because it is the first real
term showing up in the matching sequence. Since the mag-
nitude of B1 is B1=O!qmA2"=O!q2mA1", we can approximate
the real part of the solution in the first region by

Re%&1

A1
& = Ja!u" + O!q2m,q2/u2" .

We can further expand the order of the Bessel function:
a=m+ !q /m"+O!q2" !see Ref. 22" to obtain an approxima-
tion valid up to O!q":

Re%&1

A1
& = Jm!u" +

q

2m

4'-Ym!u" + m ! 0
n=0

m!1 %2
u
&m!n Jn!u"

n ! !m ! n"(
+ O!q2" . !30"

In addition, the first imaginary term is significant even if its
magnitude is equal or smaller than O!q2":

Im%&1

A1
& = ! % -

m ! !m ! 1"!&2%q

4
&2m

Ym!u" + O!q2m+1" .

!31"

Inserting this solution in the dispersion relation !8" shows
that the frequency of the first branch for m=1 is
$r=!!/2 /4!13/4 /96+¯" and of the form $r5 !/!/0"
otherwise, where /0 is the rescaled wavenumber satisfying
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FIG. 7. Frequency for m=1 !a" and m=2 !b" as a function of the rescaled
vertical wavenumber k̃R!. Comparison between the exact results !solid
lines" and the asymptotic results for small $ or small k̃ !dashed lines". The
WKBJ predictions given by Eq. !20" are also indicated by dotted lines.
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the dispersion relation for $=0. These asymptotic formulae
predict well the beginning of the branches at $=0 as shown
in Fig. 7. They can be useful since the WKBJ predictions
depart from the exact results in this regime. We can further
deduce from Eq. !31" that the growth rate is at leading order
$i=!-/6 /64+¯ for the first branch for m=1 and is of the
form $i5 !/!/0"2m otherwise.

In the case of a small wavenumber k̃!0 and a finite
frequency, the solutions !23" and !25" remain valid but Eq.
!23" is then only valid at order O!1". A solution which is
valid at order O!k̃2" can be easily obtained as an expansion in
powers of k̃2. Matching this solution to Eq. !25" gives

Re%&1

A1
& =

1
rm'1 ! k̃2%$!R2 ln r +

$2

4 !4 m
r2

+
!m!R2"2

4!1 + m"r2& + O!k̃4"( , !32"

Im%&1

A1
& =

-

m ! !m ! 1"!
% k̃$

2
&2m

rm + ¯ , !33"

for m02. Inserting this solution in Eq. !8" yields the leading
three-dimensional correction to the dispersion relation of
two-dimensional modes:

$r = !%m ! 1+
/2

2m!m + 1"
+ O!/4"&,

!34"

$i =
-!

m ! !m ! 1"!%/$r

2!
&2m

.

The asymptotic formula for the frequency is in good agree-
ment with the beginning of the branch originating from the
two-dimensional limit as shown in Fig. 7!b" for m=2.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that a vertical Rankine vortex in a con-
tinuously strongly stratified fluid can support a family of
nonaxisymmetric discrete bounded waves. For each nonzero
azimuthal wavenumber, there is an infinite number of
branches with frequency in the range 0)$r)m!. It is
worth noticing that this interval is very different from the
frequency range of inertia-gravity waves for a uniformly and
unbounded rotating stratified flow: 2!) *$r!m!*)N. The
waves are unstable because of an outward radiation of waves
like for vortices in compressible fluid,14 shallow water
fluid,15 or strongly stratified and rotating fluids.12,13 The in-
stability is connected to an over-reflection phenomenon at
the critical radius where the angular phase velocity of the
waves is equal to the angular velocity of the basic vortex.
For each azimuthal wavenumber, we observed that the
branch which originates from the two-dimensional limit is
the most unstable.

For simplicity, we assumed herein a strongly stratified
fluid N1!, i.e., the hydrostatic approximation. In this limit,
the results depend on the Brunt–Väisälä frequency only
through the rescaled vertical wavenumber kR! /N. However,
the results remain almost the same when N is finite provided

that N* *m!*. As an example, the dashed lines in Fig. 4
shows the first two branches for m=2 for the Brunt–Väisälä
frequency N=2.1!. Strikingly, we see that there is almost
no difference with the case N1! !solid lines". However,
when N) *m!*, the waves with frequency in the range
$)m!!N or $*N have a singularity at the radius where
*s*=N so that some differences should start to appear. Similar
waves have been found in the case of a continuous vortex
profile: the Lamb–Oseen vortex.24

Since they are all unstable, these waves should affect the
dynamics of any isolated columnar vortex in a stratified
fluid. When there are several vortices in interaction, these
waves could be further destabilized through a resonance with
the strain field exerted by companion vortices. In this con-
text, the description of the vortex waves as provided herein is
of primary importance since the characteristics of the result-
ing instabilities !most amplified wavelength, structure of the
perturbation" are directly related to the properties of the
wave branch that is destabilized. For example, as already
mentioned in the Introduction, the Crow and elliptic insta-
bilities of vortex pairs in homogeneous fluids are due, re-
spectively, to the resonance between the strain and the long-
and short-axial wavelength vortex waves with azimuthal
wavenumber m= 61. In the same way, the first branch of the
vortex waves with azimuthal wavenumber m= 61 in the
case of a strongly stratified fluid can be also destabilized by
a strain field.8,9 This mechanism leads to a long-axial wave-
length instability of vortex pairs in stratified fluids, the zig-
zag instability, which is analogous to the Crow instability in
homogeneous fluids. Interestingly, the stability analysis of a
vertical vortex pair in a strongly stratified fluid performed by
Waite and Smolarkiewicz28 suggests that there exists a sec-
ond growth rate peak at larger axial wavenumber than the
zigzag instability one’s. On the basis of the present results,
we can hypothesize that this second peak comes from the
destabilization of the second branch of waves with m= 61.
To test this hypothesis, it would be interesting to determine
whether or not a strain field can destabilize these wave
branches.
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